Introduction
A Direct Sequence-Code Division Multiple Access (DSCDMA) has been adopted as the core technology for multiple 3G mobile cellular systems including W-CDMA and CDMA2000. These3G systems provide a wide variety of different communication services, such as real-time services.
A including voice, video, and non-real-time or delay-tolerant data services including web browsing, ftp, e-mail, etc. Since the multiple users interfere with each other in code division multiple access systems. It is decisive to set aside and control the power and rate of each user. For those using the non-real-time services, their delay endurance can be taken advantage of to enhance system performance.
In this paper, we consider the optimum resource apportionment standpoint or the non-real-time users in DS-CDMA reverse link. It includes the apportionment of the users transmit power, the apportionment of the users" rate through the expansion gain control and the selection of the channel coding for error act of detecting or error correction. The objective is to optimize system performance.
A basis that each user"s Quality-of Service (QoS) necessity is satisfied and the total interference to the realtime users in the same sector.The resource apportionment in CDMA systems has captured important compensation during the past years. provided a survey (act of measuring and recording characteristics of a plot of land) in on the characterization of the capacity region, i.e .the capacity vector consisting of the able to be accomplised throughput for each user, and the corresponding power control .In our work, we are more curious in optimizing (improvenment of efficiency) the performance of the entire cell/sector as a replacement of that of each individual user. One important purpose in optimizing (improvenment of efficiency) system performance is to maximize the total sector/cell throughput or the ghostly efficiency. In the information abstract bounds are maximized. In the hypothetical optimal power allocation is obtained when the number of users access infinity. A common feature in the earlier work on this issue, comprising and is that the advanced multi-user demodulation is assume at the receiver. Since the advanced multi-user demodulation has not been involve in any of the current and proposed 3G DS-CDMA systems due to its calculative complexity, we do not assume it in our work.
Similar to this work, the throughput largest possible magnification based on the common matched-filter receiver is studied in throughput largest possible magnification but its devising is limiting since only the expansion gain control is measured. A part from the total throughput, in a more general form, optimum (maximum) resource allocation should be designed to maximize (magnify as much as possible) the sum of usefulness functions from each user. usefulness functions are formally defined in microeconomics and can be instinctively understood as a quantitative description of the users" satisfaction. As much as possible of the total throughput is one special case of this general formulation where the usefulness function is simply the through put. Although there has been no majority on the exact form of the user"s usefulness as a function of its throughput, it is greatly recognized that for a hindrance tolerant data user, or an "elastic user" according to mischief in, such a function should be increasing, curving inward and continuous differ. Kelly proposed using the logarithm as the usefulness function in , and it leads to the "proportional fair" rate allocation standpoint in the wired network. Since then, this function and the proportional fair design have been studied in various problems in the wired networks. In the overall situation of wireless networks, the proportional fair principle has been adopted in the forward link scheduler design in the CDMA2000 1xEV-DO (1x progression Data Optimized) high speed packet data system . A similar idea has been applied to the CDMA2000 reverse link in but it requires the multiple users be Time-Division-Multiplexed (TDM) rather than Code-Division-Multiplexed (CDM). Thus significant signaling.
A general expenses must be added and backward suitability can be lost. One of the results in this paper shows the proportional fair allotment for the reverse link on the CDMA basis. In this paper, we concieve the optimal resource allotment as usefullness maximization problems. The constraints in our optimization (improvement of efficeiency) includes peak transmit power, total received power from all the data users and a minimum Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise-Ratio (SINR) for each user for QoS or fairness obligation. In our work, a general methodology in searching and proving the optimum policy is discovered, which is applicable to a broad range of resource allocation designs.
As examples, we show the optimal policies for two types of usefulness functions: one is linear with respect to the throughput which makes the optimization the same as the largest possible magnification of the total throughput the other is the logarithm of the throughput, which makes the optimization (improvement of efficiency) equivalent to the largest possible magnification of the product of users" yield. The product maximization leads to a policy similar to the "proportional fair" apportionment but the presence of the advanced multi-user scrambling of wave or signal make complex the policy and its derivation. For each of these two objectives, we consider each two formulations: one is with fixed coding but the distribution gain and power are controlled; the other is with optimal codes in the sense that the Shannon capacity for each single user is attained. In Code division multiple access systems, multiple users interfere with each other .The concavity in the something useful function only exists with respect to an individual user"s power but not the power vector. This makes the non-linear improvement of efficiency much more stimulating However, our general method provides important structures which often result in simple search for the optimum (maximum) policies. The hypothesis of peak power constraint separates our work from previous works like where the constraint sare on the average transmit power. Moreover, the absence of the optimize advanced multi-user detection is another dividing line between our work and previous works. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The improvement of competence problems with constraints are formulated in Section II. The methodology to solve the optimization problems is presented in Section III. In Section IV, the methodology (using scientific research method) presented in Section III is used to solve the problems defined in Section II. Numerical examples are presented in Section V.
II. Optimization Technique
We consider a time-slotted system. Let M be the number of non-real-time data users in the CDMA (code division multipal access) cells and their reverse link channel gains are ordered as g1 > g2 > · · >gM. Without losing generality, we assume that no two users have the same channel gain. Vector g= (g1, g2, · · · , gM) includes channel gains of all the users. We also assume that g is known to the base station at the start of each time plot and all gi, i = 1, 2, · · · ,M, remain constant during each time slot. Vector p = (p1, p2, · · · , Pm) is the transmit power of all the users, allocated by the base station. We use vector p−i = (p1, p2, · · · , pi−1, pi+1, · · · , pM) for the power of all the other users except user i. Suppose that the matched filter receiver is used at the base station, namely there is no advanced multiuser detection. Then, the Ratio (SINR) of user i, γi becomes ……. (1) In (1), parameter α is included for generality. According to [2] , in practical systems, α ≈ 1.
As previously stated, we have two types of assumptions on the channel coding in this paper: one assumes an arbitrary but fixed coding at the symbol level; the other uses the Shannon coding, namely the "optimum" codes achieving the information theoretical channel capacity for each individual user. In the first case (fixed coding), as shown in [7] , the optimal spreading gain can be obtained separately from the power allocation. In the second case (Shannon coding), the codes can be determined by well-known result in information theory [16] , again separately from the power allocation. Henceforth we focus on the power allocation part in this sheet. In the following, we list four example formula: two of them with fixed (stay) coding and the other than with Shannon coding; at the same time, two of them with sum of throughput and the other two with product of throughput (sum of log throughput). All of them are solved later in Section IV by our unified method presented in Section III.
A.Total Maximization With Fixed Coding
Suppose we have chosen a specific but fixed coding scheme on the symbol level.We haves preading gain and power at our control. This problem is formulated in [7] . As shown there, the optimum spreading gain can be determined self-sufficiency from power allocation: at any power level, the optimal spreading gain is always inversely proportional to the chip-level SINR, where the proportion is dependent on the selected coding scheme. Consequently, maximizing the total through put is equivalent to maximizing the sum of SINR. Therefore, essentially we have the following optimization problem.
……..(2)
Note that the code-dependent scaling factor and the total bandwidth term are suppressed in (2) . The constraint, C, considered throughout the paper consists of three individual constraints by C = CP max ∩ C QoS ∩ CP max R Each constraint is defined as follow:
• CP max = { p : 0 ≤ pi ≤ P max , for all i = 1, 2, · · · ,M}, and it is the peak power constraint. This is due to the mobile stations" battery limitation and radiation regulation.
• C QoS = { p : γi ≥ Λ, for all i = 1, 2, · · · ,M}, and it is the QoS constraint. This QoS constraint is motivated by the observation that the optimal power allocation, without such a constraint, may be greedy and unfair.
• CPmax R = {p : ∑_M i=1 Pi gi ≤ P max R_}, and it is the total received power constraint. It is due to the fact that the total received power from the data users is an interference. to other classes of users, like the voice users in the same sector. We assume that the QoS constraint can be met for all the users. In other words, we assume that the feasibility condition is satisfied, and in practice, this can be achieved by network planning and admission control [19] . (P1) without QoS constraint is solved in [7] using elementary proof. Here we apply our general approach which greatly simplifies the derivation and extends their result.
B. Maximizing firm Capacity
In the above subsection, a specific coding is chosen and fixed. Suppose we relax this limitation and assume that the coding scheme on the symbol level is chosen to achieve the channel capacity for each single user without the multiuser detection. Based on the well known Shannon capacity result [16] , we have the following optimization problem:
.
…..(3) The constraints are the same as the one in the previous formulation. All through this paper, for the convenience of notation, the bandwidth term is suppressed from the capacity formula and natural logarithm is used instead of "log2". Note that the effect of spreading gain control is absorbed by the capacity-achieving codes. (P2) with α = 1 has been solved in [15] using main component proof. Here we apply our general approach which greatly simplifies the derivation and extends their result.
C. Maximizing the Product of yield With firm Coding
Since maximizing the total summed throughput even with QoS constraint may lead to unfair policy, it is proposed to consider maximizing the product of each user"s throughput. This can be seen as a "proportional fair" formulation. If we assume a fixed coding scheme, the result on the optimal spreading gain in [7] still applies. Thus maximizing the product of throughput is equivalent to maximizing the product of SINR. Therefore we have the following optimization problem: ……(4) As seen later, even without the QoS constraint, the QoS is assured for each user by the optimal policy.
D. Maximizing the Product of Channel Capacity
We can have a similar devising based on the optimal coding at symbol level for each individual user without the multiuser detection. Therefore the optimization problem is as follows:
……..(5)

A. General Properties of Optimum Solutions
Define xi = pigi as the received power of user i, and x = (x1, x2, · · · . xM) as the vector of received powers.
In the sequel, we interchangeably use the received power vector x and the transmit power vector p. The solution of the optimization problem begins with an application of the Kuhn-Tucker condition [17] . Note that each Jn (x) of the for devising, is symmetric to any interchange of user indices. This is generally the case in the reverse link resource allocation problems without the advanced multi-user detection. Few properties of J are drawn using this symmetry. The following is a re-write of the optimization problem1 with the restriction in a linear form:
Max x∈ C J(x)…….. (6) where C = CP max ∩ CQoS ∩ CP max R and each constraint in a linear form is as follow (7) (8)
From the condition, for optimum x"s, we have ∂L/∂xi= 0, i = 1, 2,.· ,M, so (11) Also we have the "non-negativity" and the "complimentary slackness"; all 2M +1 Lagrange multipliers are nonnegative and if a constraint is met with strict inequality (non-binding), then the corresponding method for finding the maximum and minimum of function with multiple variables that are under restriction multiplier is zero. Note that CP max R is on all the users, so the value of μ is common to all the users. We can classify all M users into the following three disjoint groups according to the binding constraints -depending upon λi and or θi are zero:
• Users with QoS -binding: Denote this group as A1. Then for user j, j /∈ A1, λj = 0, and for user i, i ∈ A1
We include θi in (12) in order to unify the possibility that a user may transmit at P max to meet the QoS requirement, and θi = 0 is if and only if user i transmits with strictly less thanP max .
• Users with neither QoS nor peak-power binding: Denote this group as A2. Then, for user i, i ∈ A2
• Users with peak-power-binding but no QoS-binding: Denote this group as A3. Then, for user i, i ∈ A3 of the optimum solution _ conditioning that a polarities of (∂J/∂xi− ∂J/∂xj) and (xi − xj) are either always the same or always the opposite. Define sign (·) as follow.
One word on notation: in the following derivation, the term "QoS -achieving power" means the minimum power pi such that user i satisfies the QoS constraint when p−i is fixed. This power level is not a constant, but dependent on p−i. Also "intermediate power" means strictly higher than the "QoS achieving power" but strictly less than the The maximum power, P max .
Theory 1 For an optimum solution, there can be at most one user with intermediate power. In other words, number of users in group A2 is at most one.
Proof: Suppose that x͓͓ ͓͓ * is a optimum solution of (6), with x*i= p*g i gi and x*j between their respective QoSachieving powers and P max . As user i and j are both in group A2, from (13) we have ∂J/∂xi= Sign (∂J/∂xi− ∂J/∂xj) =sign (xi − xj ) Therefore, we can find x*δ∈ C, such that J(x*δ ) > J(x*).This is a opposition. In the following, we present an approach to find the optimum solution of (6) under the same-sign situation by decreasing the solution space. Reduction of the solution space can be done by ignoring some forms of x without losing optimality. A specific form of x is ignored as a potential optimum solution, if an optimum solution cannot exist with that specific form, or we can find y in another form of consideration such that J(y) = J(x). Theory 2 characterizes the solution space when there is no intermediate user. When there exists one and only one intermediate user, Theory 3 and 4 delineates the distribution of users in group A1 and A3. Theory 2 Considering the case when there is no intermediate user, we can restrict our attention of an optimum solution to the following cases without losing optimality; any user with P max has a higher channel gain than the users with QoS-achieving.
Proof: Suppose that x* is an optimum solution of (6) . with x*k = P max g k or γ*k = Λ, for all k ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M}, i.e. no intermediate user. Suppose that gi > gj , pi <P max and γ j > Λ, i.e. user i and j belong to group A1 and A3, respectively. From (13) and (14), (∂J/∂xi<∂J/∂xj) and from the same-sign condition, x*i < x*j. Define x** such that x*k = x*k for k ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M}, except x**I= x* j and x**j = x*i. As x*i < x*j , x** ∈ C. Note that J(x*) = J(x**) while x** ∈ C,and x** has one intermediate user of user j. Therefore, if x* is the optimum solution without an intermediate user, then we can find x** which is also an optimum solution with one intermediate user. Proof: Suppose that x* is an optimum solution of (6) and there exists i and j such a gi > gj p*i <P max , γ*i > Λ and γ* j > Λ. Following the same way as in the proof of Lemma 2, by exchanging the received power of user i and j, we can find x** ∈ C such that J(x*) = J(x**). Then, x** has two intermediate users -user i and j. From Lemma 1, we can find x***∈ C such that J(x***) > J(x**) = J(x). This is a contradiction. Proof: Suppose that x* is an optimum solution of (6) and there exists i and j such that gi > gj, p*i < P max , γ*i = Λ and P*j < , P max γ*j > Λ, i.e. user i is a QoS-binding user and user j is an intermediate user.
Then, by swapping xi and xj, we can achieve the same objective under the same constraint. By doing so, without losing optimality, we can ignore optimum solutions such that the intermediate user (the user in groupA2), if there is, has lower channel gain than the users with QoS-binding (the users in group A3). _ From Theory 1 to 4, an optimal solution can be found as follows. Slice the users into two classes -good and bad, based on their channel gains. For each of the M +1 possible ways of segment users, allocate the transmit power in the following fashion. Allocate P max to all good users while the same received power u is received to all bad users just to meet the QoS requirement. There can be one exception -the user with the best channel gain among the bad users is allocated (v > u), and this user is the possible mediator user. Improve efficiency the purpose with respect to the two variables u and v, subject to limitation. Appraise the purpose, and compare the objective values for each possible slicing rule, u, and v. Pick the slice, u and v that yields the best value. A summary, sign (∂J/∂xi− ∂J/∂xj) _= sign (xi− xj ) implies a greedy policy, namely the good users transmit P max , and bad users transmit its QoS -achieving power while there can be at most one user in-between. Application of this optimal policy is shown in Proposition 1 of Section IV-A.
C. Opposite-Sign Condition, i.e. sign (∂J/∂xi− ∂J/∂xj)= −sign(xi − xj)
Like in Section III-B, the derivation starts with paying attention to the intermediate users; users belong to group A2.
Theory 5 For an optimum solution, if there are users with intermediate powers, their received powers should be the same.
Proof: Suppose that x* is a optimum solution of (6) with γ*i > Λ, p*i < p max, and γ*j > Λ, p* j < p max, i.e. user i and j are users with intermediate transmit power. Then both user i and j belong to group A2. from (13) ,( ∂J/∂xi= ∂J/∂xj) and therefore from sign(∂J/∂xi= ∂J/∂xj) = −sign(xi−xj), x*i = x*j . The following Lemmas delineate the distributions of users in group A1 and A3, with respect to the users in A2.
Theory 6 Except the case where all the received powers are the same, if there exists a QoS-binding user, then the Qo S binding user transmit with P max . Proof: Suppose that x* is an optimum solution of (6) with γ*i = Λ, p*i < P max , and γ*j > Λ, where i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M}-in other words, user i belongs to A1 and user j belongs to A2 or A3. From (10) and (11), as θi = 0 due to p*i < p max, Then we have Therefore, the optimum policy is greedy. Also, for (P2) from Section II-B, we have After some manipulation ,we have If α ≥ 1/ 2, we sign-(∂J2/∂xi− ∂J2/∂xj)_= sign(xi − xj) and therefore a greedy policy is optimal. Since α ≈ 1 in practical systems [2] , we have not lost too much generality. At xi =0, Δ < 0, and as xi → ∞, Δ → ∞. So a root for the equation Δ(xi) = 0, must exist. In the following, it is shown that xi = xj is the unique root. As a reference, we have At xi = 0, the sign of (33) is not clear; but as xi → ∞,(∂Δ/∂xi)→∞. However, this is not enough to determine the sign of Δ or(∂Δ/∂xi) with respect to the sign of (xi − xj). So taking derivative again:
Again, at xi = 0, the sign of (34) is not clear; but when xi →∞, we have ∂2Δ/∂xi In order to determine the sign of , the third derivative can be investigated. After some algebraic manipulation, we have Now finally can conclude that ( ∂ 2 Δ/∂ 2 xi) a decreasing function of xi. As ( ∂ 2 Δ/∂ 2 xi) is positive at xi →∞, it is positive for all xi>0. The fact that ( ∂ 2 Δ/∂ 2 xi) > 0,implies that (∂Δ/∂xi) is a monotonically increasing function of xi. There are two cases to consider • Case 1 :( ∂Δ/∂xi)> 0 for all xi > 0;
• Case 2 :( ∂Δ/∂xi) < 0 for small xi but (∂Δ/∂xi) > 0 for large xi. Since Δ < 0 at xi=0 but Δ > 0 when xi large, in either case, the root of Δ(xi) = 0 is unique. The unique root is xi = xj , and the uniqueness of the root implies sign(Δ) = sign(xi −xj ). Overall, from (30) we have the conclusion that So (P4) falls into the category that a fair policy is optimum. Proposition 2 (Optimality of the fair policy) For (P3) and (P4), without losing optimality, we can restrict our attention of the optimal power allocation vector to the following form: P* = (p*1, p*2, · · · , p* iG, P max , P max , · · · , P max )…… (37)
Where iG is an integer, 1 ≤ iG ≤ M, and p*1g1 = p*2g2 =· · · = p*iG giG≥ P max giG+1
. Proof: It can be readily shown from the opposite-sign property of J3 and J4
V. Numerical Examples
In this section, numerical examples for the total capacity under both sum throughput maximization and product throughput maximization are present. The impact of the QoS requirements is also discussed. Table I summarizes the formation used in the numerical examples. Channel models and their related parameters are from [20] . Users are randomly NUMERICAL RESULT Cell-Structure -Single Hexagonal cell Cell Radius -1.2km Antenna Radiation -Omni-directional Maximum transmit power form mobile station -0.2 watt (without variation distributed) dropped over a single hexagonal cell, where the base station is located at the center of the cell. A set of dropped users is considered for the capacity computation only if there exists a power portion solution that guarantees the minimum QoS requirements are satisfied. Otherwise, the entire users are re-dropped. In practice, the probability condition is assured by network planning and admission control [19] . Each user is apportioned with a stationary channel gain, gi, taking into account distance loss and log-normal shadowing. Since the optimization problem does not take into account the time varying radio condition, fast fading and power control aspects are not considered in this study. The Rise-Over-Thermal (ROT) is a limitation on the total received power at the base station, and is defined in Table I . Fig. 1 represents the capacity obtained when the transmit powers of the users are allocated to maximize the sum capacity. All through this section, all the capacity numbers are normalized by the total bandwidth so that their unit is "Bits/Sec/Hz". In the "No-QoS requirement" case (Λ = 0), the multi-user diversity gain (practice of seizing opportunities scheduling gain) is observed with a lessening return. On the other hand, if there is a QoS requirement, the multi-user penalties (capacity decrease by increasing the number of users) are observed. As the number of the users increase, the statistics of the poor users gets worse, and more consequentially the statistics of the poor channel quality users can drag the system capacity. Basically, as the maximum sum-capacity power allocation (summation form) is a greedy policy, the QoS requirements (fairness constraint) impacts a lot on the capacity of the system. Note that QoS requirements (-21 dB and -18 dB) are chosen to represent the typical SINR level for 9.6 Kbps traffic channel throughput maintenance and the reverse pilot channel maintenance, respectively [21] . Fig. 2 represents the capacity obtained when the powers are allocated to maximize the product of the user capacities. In this policy, even without a QoS-constraint, the power allocation strategy leads to a fair standpoint, and therefore the multi-user penalties are observed. Unsuitability QoS constraints.
portion. We have also studied the impact of different level of QoS constraint on the sector/cell performance. Our future work includes the investigation of possible independent transmission scheme to achieve the optimal allotment. We also need to study multi-cell coordination and the extension to optimizes considering channel the variation power, total received power and QoS constraints. Throughput maximization results in a greedy power allocation whereas the -throughput largest possible magnification results in a "proportional fair" allocation. We have also studied the impact of different level of QoS constraint on the sector/cell performance.
Our future work includes the investigation of possible autonomous transmission scheme to achieve the optimal allocations. We also need to study multi-cell coordination and the extension to optimizations considering channel variation.
